The days of passive online law enforcement training are numbered.

“The presumption is that you’re sitting there intensely watching and retaining all the information, but come on,” Attorney General Dave Yost said. “In real life, you’re being pulled away to take care of something else, you’re multitasking, your mind is wandering. Blame it on human nature — and an outdated approach to presenting online lessons.

“With the new OPOTA Online, we’re tossing out the things that didn’t keep officers’ attention and focusing on what is meaningful and useful.”

The new system will replace the old eOPOTA in the next month or so, offering a more user-friendly platform and updated content, with more coming.

The wholesale improvement is important because in 2019 — even before the COVID-19 pandemic struck — 73% of the Ohio Peace Officer Training Academy’s “students” opted for online classes. The appeal is obvious: Officers can complete training when it works for them, instead of rearranging their schedules to accommodate a far-away class.

“The old eOPOTA was like working with rotary phones compared with the new system.” — DWIGHT HOLCOMB

Executive Director of OPOTA
OFFICER KAIA GRANT OF THE SPRINGDALE POLICE DEPARTMENT WAS KILLED ON THE JOB IN MARCH 2020.

TO THIS DAY, YOU CAN FIND PHOTOS SHE POSTED ON THE SOCIAL MEDIA SITE FLICKR. THEY SERVE AS A WINDOW INTO THE WAY THE BUDDING PHOTOGRAPHER VIEWED THE WORLD.

THERE ARE ROMPING DOGS, NATURE SCENES AND A NUMBER OF PICTURES SHE TOOK IN YELLOW SPRINGS DURING A VISIT WITH HER MENTOR, DETECTIVE RITCHY TUASON, A FELLOW SPRINGDALE OFFICER AND PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER. THESE STREET SCENES EACH TELL A STORY, AND, IN ONE OF THE MOST STRIKING, OFFICER GRANT FOUND BEAUTY IN AN OLD STAIRWELL AND A PAIR OF DIRTY CROCS.

OFFICER GRANT SAW THE GOOD IN THINGS, AND PEOPLE, THAT OTHERS MIGHT OVERLOOK.

SHE MAJORED IN POLITICS AND ECONOMICS AT WILLIAM & MARY UNIVERSITY IN VIRGINIA AND HAD AN ENDLESS LOVE OF ADVENTURE. SHE WENT INTO POLICING TO SERVE HER COMMUNITY BUT DIDN’T LIKE TO WRITE TRAFFIC TICKETS.

AND SHE ALSO MAY HAVE BEEN A BIT NAÏVE ABOUT THE NATURE OF EVIL WHEN TAKING THE JOB — I’M SURE SHE IS NOT ALONE. YOU SEE, HER PRIMARY AIM WAS TO HELP PEOPLE IN NEED.

CONTRAST OFFICER GRANT WITH THE DISPARAGING IMAGE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS SPLASHED AROUND BY SOME THESE DAYS. SHE DOESN’T FIT THE NARRATIVE. THE VAST MAJORITY OF LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS DO NOT.

SHE BROUGHT JOY TO THE PEOPLE SHE KNEW AND A HELPING HAND TO COMMUNITY MEMBERS AND CRIME VICTIMS. AND SHE HAD A BRIGHT FUTURE STOLEN WHEN A RAMPAGING DRIVER TARGETED HER AS SHE WENT TO PUT OUT TIRE-DEFLATION DEVICES.

WE MUST NEVER FORGET OFFICER GRANT, JUST AS WE SHOULD ALWAYS REMEMBER SGT. BRIAN DULLE, A 12-YEAR VETERAN OF THE WARREN COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE AND A MARRIED FATHER OF THREE WHO WAS STRUCK AND KILLED BY A FLEETING DRIVER DOGING STOP STICKS IN 2011.

AND OFFICER RALPH MILLER OF THE TORONTO POLICE DEPARTMENT, A WORLD WAR II VETERAN AND GRANDFATHER WHO WAS KILLED IN 1978 BY A DRIVER WHO RAMMED THE ROADBLOCK THE OFFICER HAD SET UP.

AND MARSHAL TEDDY RAY HOLCOMB OF THE TRIMBLE POLICE DEPARTMENT, A MARRIED 29-YEAR-OLD WHO WAS KILLED THE SAME WAY IN 1976, AFTER REPORTING TO HELP OUT EVEN THOUGH HE WAS OFF-DUTY.

THE COURAGE AND DEDICATION THESE OFFICERS SHOWED FOREVER TIE THEM TO OFFICER GRANT, AND TO CPL. ADAM McMillan, Detective James Skernivitz, Officer Anthony Dia and the three other officers honored at this year’s Ohio Peace Officers’ Memorial Ceremony, held in early May.

THE CHRISTIAN PHILOSOPHER AND NOVELIST C.S. LEWIS SAID: “SINCE IT IS SO LIKELY THAT CHILDREN WILL MEET CRUEL ENEMIES, LET THEM AT LEAST HAVE HEARD OF BRAVE KNIGHTS AND HEROIC COURAGE. OTHERWISE YOU ARE MAKING THEIR DESTINY NOT BRIGHTER BUT DARKER.”

WE MUST HOLD UP OUR STORIES OF COURAGE IN THE FACE OF EVIL, ESPECIALLY WHEN THEY COME AT SUCH A TREMENDOUS COST. WE MUST HOLD UP OUR FALLEN OFFICERS.

YOURS,

Dave Yost
Ohio Attorney General

Also honored at this year’s Ohio Peace Officers’ Memorial Ceremony were those killed in 2019: Colerain Township Officer Dale Woods, Clermont County Deputy Bill Brewer and Dayton Detective Jorge Del Rio, who were honored in On the Job’s Spring 2020 issue. To read more about them, visit www.ohioattorneygeneral.gov/PoliceResources.
CPL. ADAM McMILLAN  
Hamilton County Sheriff’s Office  
End of Watch: Oct. 23, 2020

Cpl. McMillan was a mischievous, adventurous gentleman who embraced joy in his daily life and spread it to others. He was fond of bicycle riding, primitive camping, playing practical jokes and celebrating holidays — complete with so many outdoor Christmas lights, they could be seen for blocks. The corporal brought a sense of ease and big heart to his 19 years at the sheriff’s office, where he was recognized four times with commendations for performing heroic efforts, saving lives and arresting criminals.

“Being a deputy sheriff did not define Adam,” said Cpl. Jason Hovekamp, a good friend. “But his undeniable character and qualities led to him being a decorated and celebrated deputy sheriff.”

DETECTIVE JAMES M. SKERNIVITZ  
Cleveland Division of Police  
End of Watch: Sept. 3, 2020

Detective “Skern” Skernivitz didn’t seek recognition during his 22-year career, but he repeatedly earned it. A veteran member of the Gang Impact Unit, he was recognized dozens of times with commendations and service medals for taking violent criminals off the streets.

“What he did out there was to try to lift an entire city to a higher, more noble life,” Chief Calvin Williams said.

The detective rarely took a day — or night — off work. But when he did, he enjoyed attending concerts, playing softball, watching sporting events, traveling and just being Dad — “no frills, no fanfare, just Dad,” according to his wife and three grown children, who also called him “a master prescriber of nicknames.”

OFFICER ANTHONY DIA  
Toledo Police Department  
End of Watch: July 4, 2020

“Anthony was the example of a fine officer. He never had anything negative to say about anyone or anything,” Lt. Joe Trudeau said. “If I could have 50 Dias, I would take them all, knowing everything would be done right and we would be a happy shift.”

Officer Dia died just short of serving two years with the Toledo Police and previously spent two years with the Mercy Health System Police. He dedicated himself to protecting his city; following Islam; and loving his wife, two young sons and the rest of his large, extended family. He was a fan of the L.A. Rams, loved pitbulls and enjoyed coaching Brazilian jiu-jitsu.

Officer Dia, 26, was killed when an intoxicated man he tried to help shot him in a parking lot.

OFFICER KAIA LAFAY GRANT  
Springdale Police Department  
End of Watch: March 21, 2020

Officer Grant was as natural a police officer as she was an athlete. She handled domestic situations, got victims, especially children, to open up, and mediated disputes with ease. She spoke three languages and knew a martial art.

“In eight years, I never once saw her lose her temper,” said Officer Michael DiStefano, a friend. “Calm breeds calm in our world — it’s just that sense she put out there when she showed up at a scene.”

The officer also was a goal-setter: She planned to get her master’s degree, go into politics, open a gym, become a great photographer and a better mountain biker, and never stop spoiling her beloved dog.

Officer Grant, 33, died after being run down by a driver whom police were chasing.

Gone but never forgotten

On May 6, the officers who lost their lives in the line of duty in 2020 were honored at the Ohio Peace Officers’ Memorial Ceremony
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“OPOTA Online offers much more flexibility — courses are designed to be cellphone-friendly, and the system is configured to remember officers’ spots if they get pulled away.”

The new platform also allows officers to register their own accounts, set their own passwords and customize their dashboards. The navigation is simple and intuitive.

“The experience will be a giant step forward from what you’re used to seeing from eOPOTA,” Attorney General Yost said. “And that goes beyond the design of the website to the course content and even the way the lessons are presented. What works in a face-to-face classroom, we now know, is not as effective online.”

Kim Eggerton, the e-learning design specialist OPOTA hired to create new course content, says successful online lessons avoid passive learning.

“You can deliver content in any way — a video, a slide show, text, images,” she said. “But at intervals of about 5-10 minutes, you have to take a break and give the learner some time to reflect and apply what they’re learning.”

On OPOTA Online, those pauses will be interactive and built around, for example, mini-quizzes and activities such as sorting or matching. Feedback in response to officers’ answers is viewed as essential, given that e-learners can’t raise their hands to ask a question if they don’t understand a concept.

“Everything has to be as clear and concise as possible,” Eggerton said. “And we’re intentionally designing these classes for officers — they are professional adults with limited time and resources, meaning computers and things like that. So we are focused on making content relevant, scenario-based and impactful in an efficient way.”

At launch, OPOTA Online will offer:

- **Roll-Call Refreshers:** These concise, 101-level-type courses are designed to give quick-hit, useful information either as (1) reminders about basic topics, such as search warrants or direct and circumstantial evidence, or (2) necessary updates, such as explaining new laws. They fit into the time that departments might use for roll call but also can be easily accessed from a cellphone.

- **Comprehensive, multipart courses:** These classes provide a deeper dive into a subject in the newer and more-engaging format, potentially including multiple modules and interaction opportunities. Examples of topics are use of deadly force and search warrant preparation.

- **Statutorily mandated subjects:** Topics required by Ohio law — including child abuse, crisis intervention and missing persons — will all be available. Eggerton said such courses will be updated from the eOPOTA versions in both design and content, although they all won’t be fully overhauled when OPOTA Online goes live.

“When you have improved material to offer, it doesn’t make sense to sit on it and wait until every single piece is updated,” Yost said. “That would just be a waste for officers who could already be getting the improved training.”

Each course in OPOTA Online includes a survey that officers are encouraged to complete. Such input can be used to clarify points in courses or develop new material. In addition, every user has access to a personal message center, from which they can contact OPOTA Online’s administrators.

“When we looked at what we wanted from the new OPOTA Online,” Executive Director Holcomb said, “high on our list were adding system stability — things should work when you click on them — and incorporating instructors who are fresh industry leaders and subject-matter experts. We emphasized those elements because local officers told us they wanted more of both.”

Such feedback has also prompted OPOTA to add in-person classes throughout the state — now at 20 locations and counting.

“These days we are constantly asking: ‘Do we need to do this in London? Do we have to do it in person?’” Yost said. “Sometimes the answer is yes, but even in those cases, OPOTA leaders hope to, down the road, embrace a hybrid approach by moving some portions of the class online, such as understanding foundations.

“Then the point,” Yost said, “is to minimize the time officers need to be away from their home base, to get them high-quality, inexpensive instruction while respecting their time.”

Special note: Before OPOTA Online goes live, the old eOPOTA must be turned off. OPOTA will contact agencies once that date is set so that any in-progress training can be completed before then. Officers will not be able to start a course in eOPOTA and complete it in OPOTA Online.

“OPOTA Online offers much more flexibility — courses are designed to be cellphone-friendly, and the system is configured to remember officers’ spots if they get pulled away.”

The new platform also allows officers to register their own accounts, set their own passwords and customize their dashboards. The navigation is simple and intuitive.

“The experience will be a giant step forward from what you’re used to seeing from eOPOTA,” Attorney General Yost said. “And that goes beyond the design of the website to the course content and even the way the lessons are presented. What works in a face-to-face classroom, we now know, is not as effective online.”

Kim Eggerton, the e-learning design specialist OPOTA hired to create new course content, says successful online lessons avoid passive learning.

“You can deliver content in any way — a video, a slide show, text, images,” she said. “But at intervals of about 5-10 minutes, you have to take a break and give the learner some time to reflect and apply what they’re learning.”

On OPOTA Online, those pauses will be interactive and built around, for example, mini-quizzes and activities such as sorting or matching. Feedback in response to officers’ answers is viewed as essential, given that e-learners can’t raise their hands to ask a question if they don’t understand a concept.

“Everything has to be as clear and concise as possible,” Eggerton said. “And we’re intentionally designing these classes for officers — they are professional adults with limited time and resources, meaning computers and things like that. So we are focused on making content relevant, scenario-based and impactful in an efficient way.”

At launch, OPOTA Online will offer:

- **Roll-Call Refreshers:** These concise, 101-level-type courses are designed to give quick-hit, useful information either as (1) reminders about basic topics, such as search warrants or direct and circumstantial evidence, or (2) necessary updates, such as explaining new laws. They fit into the time that departments might use for roll call but also can be easily accessed from a cellphone.

- **Comprehensive, multipart courses:** These classes provide a deeper dive into a subject in the newer and more-engaging format, potentially including multiple modules and interaction opportunities. Examples of topics are use of deadly force and search warrant preparation.

- **Statutorily mandated subjects:** Topics required by Ohio law — including child abuse, crisis intervention and missing persons — will all be available. Eggerton said such courses will be updated from the eOPOTA versions in both design and content, although they all won’t be fully overhauled when OPOTA Online goes live.

“When you have improved material to offer, it doesn’t make sense to sit on it and wait until every single piece is updated,” Yost said. “That would just be a waste for officers who could already be getting the improved training.”

Each course in OPOTA Online includes a survey that officers are encouraged to complete. Such input can be used to clarify points in courses or develop new material. In addition, every user has access to a personal message center, from which they can contact OPOTA Online’s administrators.

“When we looked at what we wanted from the new OPOTA Online,” Executive Director Holcomb said, “high on our list were adding system stability — things should work when you click on them — and incorporating instructors who are fresh industry leaders and subject-matter experts. We emphasized those elements because local officers told us they wanted more of both.”

Such feedback has also prompted OPOTA to add in-person classes throughout the state — now at 20 locations and counting.

“These days we are constantly asking: ‘Do we need to do this in London? Do we have to do it in person?’” Yost said. “Sometimes the answer is yes, but even in those cases, OPOTA leaders hope to, down the road, embrace a hybrid approach by moving some portions of the class online, such as understanding foundations.

“Then the point,” Yost said, “is to minimize the time officers need to be away from their home base, to get them high-quality, inexpensive instruction while respecting their time.”

Special note: Before OPOTA Online goes live, the old eOPOTA must be turned off. OPOTA will contact agencies once that date is set so that any in-progress training can be completed before then. Officers will not be able to start a course in eOPOTA and complete it in OPOTA Online.
Slowly, more women gaining sheriff’s boots, badge in Ohio

Three of Ohio’s 88 sheriffs are women — an all-time high.

In fact, Sheriffs Deb Burchett of Clark County, Charmaine McGuffey of Hamilton County and Kandy Fatheree of Summit County double Ohio’s previous total. Since Maude Collins was elected Vinton County sheriff in 1926 (her husband, the previous sheriff, was fatally shot by a speeding driver), only two other women have served in the position.

The scarcity isn’t unique to Ohio.

“Out of about 3,200 sheriffs nationwide, there are only about 60 of us who are female,” Sheriff Fatheree said recently.

That works out to less than 2%, and Sarah Shendy, director of Ohio’s new Office of Law Enforcement Recruitment and a full-time patrol officer in Copley, estimates that women make up only about 12% of all law enforcement nationwide.

“It’s a shame,” Sheriff Fatheree said. “Law enforcement is a noble profession, and women do extremely well in it.”

She and Sheriff McGuffey won election last year; Sheriff Burchett was first elected in 2016.

Fighting from the start

Sheriff Fatheree has wanted to be Summit County sheriff since she joined the office in 1995.

“I didn’t just want to be a manager, I wanted to be a leader,” she said. “I wanted to make changes, and leadership is really where you can do that.”

When she went to the academy, she was a single mother who was finally making good on her lifelong goal to become a police officer. As a child who was sexually abused by a neighbor, she had decided at the age of 9 that she wanted to be part of the profession whose members go after bad people.

“I wouldn’t end up doing that until I was in my 30s, though,” Sheriff Fatheree said. “What happened to me adversely impacted the first part of my life up until I made a conscious decision that I was going to do something for myself, rather than always doing something for someone else and being somewhat meek and mild.”

Four years in at the sheriff’s office, she took a promotional exam and finished No. 1, but she and two other women scoring in the top 10 were passed over. That was part of what led Fatheree to file a federal lawsuit charging gender discrimination by the sheriff at the time.

“It was one of the most horrible times of my life because they tried hard to discredit and intimidate me,” she said.

Proving the value of elections, that sheriff was defeated in 2000 by Drew Alexander, who made good on promises of equal treatment. Fatheree was among the women earning promotions — she first became a sergeant and, later, a lieutenant — during Alexander’s 12 years in office.

She had achieved the rank of captain when she decided to run for sheriff last year to succeed retiring Sheriff Steve Barry. After contentious primary and general election races, Fatheree won the job with 52% of the vote.

“What makes all the trouble worth it are all of the changes that I have implemented and all the plans for future changes that we are setting up,” Sheriff Fatheree said.

The power to change

Sheriff Fatheree spoke to On the Job just before she hit 100 days in office leading an agency with 320 sworn deputies, including those who work the jail; about 70 support staff members, including dispatchers; and as many as 100 special, or volunteer, deputies.

She has revamped the promotion process, with the top 10 scorers on exams now advancing to a committee interview and being judged on qualifications, training, achievements and the interview. Those not selected learn why and what skills they can improve to increase future prospects.

Sheriff Fatheree also has started the process to diversify recruitment, including reaching out to the local African-American community and the International Institute of Akron, a first step into the sizable immigrant populations from Bhutan, Nepal and Congo.

She increased the size of the human trafficking task force and increased partnerships with federal, state and local law enforcement and courts addressing the issue. She also is leading a multidisciplinary team seeking to create a program offering 30 days of after-jail, supportive housing for homeless people with both mental illness and substance abuse issues. The goal is to reduce recidivism.

Shendy said: “I always use the phrase ‘People don’t believe the message until they believe the messenger.’ All those female deputies out there who might want to become sheriff, if they see someone who looks like them, who lives like them, it automatically becomes something they can achieve, too.

“That’s why it’s important to have these barrier-breaking female sheriffs.”
Mark Your Calendar

Law Enforcement Conference

The Attorney General’s 2021 Law Enforcement Conference, an event focused on training and celebrating law enforcement, is set for Oct. 18-19 in Columbus. Registration will open in late summer.

Ohio Missing Persons Day

To remember Ohio’s missing persons, the Bureau of Criminal Investigation will host the public, law enforcement and families who have missing loved ones at a free event from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Sept. 18 at 2937 W. 25th St. in Cleveland.